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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Bit-Testing the Signature
Bytes of an LE/COBOL

Load Module

Last August, I wrote about methods
that a COBOL for OS/390 (LE/COBOL)

programmer could use to gain addressability
to the “front” of their running COBOL pro-
gram. This month, I will explain how to
load a COBOL for OS/390 load module
into memory and then demonstrate how to
decode its signature bytes. The COBOL
compiler inserts signature bytes at compile
time. They contain a wealth of information
about a COBOL load module. For example,
signature bytes reveal the following:

● the compile options that were used at
the time of program compilation

● the Data Division components
contained within the load module

● the Environment Division features that
are contained within the load module

● most verbs that are used in the
Procedure Division of the load module

The sample program that decodes the
signature bytes is written in COBOL for
OS/390. It uses a Language Environment
(LE) callable service named CEESITST.
This callable LE routine allows languages
like COBOL to perform bit-wise operations.
That is, it allows for the testing of a bit
setting — on or off — within a byte.

MORE ON THE
SIGNATURE BYTES

The COBOL for OS/390 & VM Pro-
gramming Guide, Book IGYPG204 on the
COBOL bookshelf IGYSH206, fully docu-
ments the signature bytes. Look at section
4.0 — Advanced Topics, subsection 4.5.3.6.
Alternatively, you can look on the Internet

at http://publibz.boulder.ibm.com/cgi-bin/
bookmgr_OS390/search?book=igypg205.
If you are interested in following the code,
it will help to have this reference handy. In
the net version of the book, the section is
2.5.3.7.2, or just search using “signature”
as a keyword.

The sample code that accompanies this
month’s column (one COBOL program and
three Assembler programs) is available for
download from the NaSPA web site as file
name WORK0701.TXT. To access, go to
www.naspa.com and click on “Technical
Support” and then on “Coding Examples
from Articles.”

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS

The process of signature byte decoding
requires that the subject COBOL program
be loaded into memory but not executed.
You can accomplish this by using a small
Assembler program. I wrote about loading

“things” into memory but not executing
them in my December 2000 column
(“Loading Parameter Tables”).

It might help to think of the COBOL pro-
gram to be loaded not as a program, but as
a table to be loaded and decoded. After all,
the decoding process is not about running
the program — that is easy enough! It is
about examining a special group of bytes
stored near the front of the program and
then displaying them in readable format.

The mainline COBOL program that per-
forms the decoding is written to accept a
run-time Linkage Section parameter. It will
also accept an 80-byte parameter file of
program names. I used this approach for
flexibility. Having it both ways allows the
program to load and decode a single pro-
gram (by using PARM=) or an entire list of
programs (by using //PARM DD *) or use
both the parameter and the file.

If a parameter value is present and it
appears to be a valid member name, the
program assumes that the value is the
name of the COBOL program to be
loaded. The Assembler program that
issues the LOAD traps Sx06 abends and
passes back a null address if it cannot load
the program into memory.

If the subject COBOL program is suc-
cessfully loaded into memory, the decoding
process begins. Using an inline PERFORM
and a large EVALUATE, the main logic of
the program tests each signature byte (bits,
really) in turn. Based upon the on/off set-
ting of each bit, a text literal is flowed into
a work area.

When all of the signature bytes are
decoded and the literals are strung together,
they are displayed. First, the compile-time
options are displayed, then the Data
Division features and so on. Figure 1 shows
the displayed output of the program.

Some readers might
ask why I did not

stick purely to
Assembler to perform

the entire task.
This is a legitimate
question. But, what
fun would that be?
I enjoy using both

languages.
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COBOL AND ASSEMBLER IN
TWO-PART HARMONY

Some readers might ask why I did not
stick purely to Assembler to perform the
entire task. This is a legitimate question.
But, what fun would that be? I enjoy
using both languages. The Assembler
programs that are called as part of the
signature byte decoding are crucial to the
process. For example, the program named
CLCAUP04 issues the LOAD to get the
subject program into memory and then
passes back its address. CLCAUP02 per-
forms an UNPK/TR on a hex fullword to
make it printable.

The decision to write either an
Assembler or COBOL program to perform
some task is usually predetermined. I ask
myself: “Can you do that in COBOL?” If
the answer is “No,” then I use Assembler.
My preference is to write small, reusable
utilities in Assembler. Larger mainline
programs that require complex string han-
dling, data editing and printing are ideal
for COBOL.

Additionally, as I discover new features
in both of these great languages, I attempt
to incorporate such features into my cod-
ing style. Right now, I am researching
how to write Language Environment-
compliant Assembler code. I see this as a
great way to make Assembler code highly
portable between all of IBM’s operating
systems.

BIT TESTING IN COBOL

Here is an example of something that,
until recently, I was not aware could be done
in COBOL. The CEESITST service of the
Language Environment makes it possible.

Like all LE callable services, a communi-
cation control block must be included in the
list of parameter addresses that are being
passed via a standard call by reference.
Figure 2 shows an example of the
CEESITST call along with the data context
for the passed parameter areas.

The CEESITST service requires that a
32-bit argument be passed. That is, the bit to
be tested must be one of the 32 bits being
passed. This makes it more cumbersome to
use than a simple Test Under Mask in
Assembler. Further, CEESITST numbers
the bits from high-order (31) to low-order
(0). Got that? Here, let me elaborate. The
leftmost bit in the passed 32-bit argument is

numbered 31. The rightmost bit is numbered
zero. This requires some “mental gymnastics”
if the documentation shows the bit numbering
within a byte in a more standard way. I
found myself scribbling down a conversion
table as I coded!

In the case of COBOL signature bytes,
the full 32-bit concept works well because
the intent of the decoding program is to
examine every single bit of all of the bytes.
The signature bytes take up a total of 30
bytes. However, they are not all contiguous.
The first 24 bytes are and they are easily
divided up into an array (table) of six 32-bit
fields. The final four bytes are displaced
eight bytes past the end of the contiguous
24. Figure 3 shows how I chose to define the
signature bytes.

OTHER CHALLENGES

Another tricky bit of coding in the pro-
gram involves stringing together all of the
text for purposes of displaying it. There are
two discrete situations:

● the compile-options
● all other options (Data Division,

Procedure Division)

The compile-options always have a setting.
With a few minor exceptions, they will be
either on or off. For example, if the com-
pile-time option DYNAM was used, the call
to CEESITST will return a bit setting of 1
for this and the word “DYNAM,” can be
moved into place. Otherwise, the negative

*----LE/COBOL program----- *
Requested Name To Load.... : DBAAVARY
Program-ID................ : DBAAVARY
Compiled.................. : 05/31/2000 @ 13:50:22
Compiler Release.......... : V1R2M2
Data Division Lines....... : 156
Procedure Division Lines.. : 258
Year Window of Compile.... : 1900
*------------------------- *

------ DBAAVARY Compile-Time Options Used ------

NoAdv,Quote,Data(31),NoDeck,NoDump,Dynam,NoFastSrt,Lib,NoList,Map,NoNum,
Obj,Offset,NoOptimize,OutDD(SYSOUT),NumProc(NOPFD),Rent,NoSeq,Size(Max),
Source,SSRange,NoTerm,NoTest,Trunc(BIN),Word(DEFAULT),NoVbref,Xref,ZWB,NoName,
NoCmpr2,Numcls(PRIM),NoDBCS,NoAWO,NoCurrency,CompPGM,Rmode(Any),NoTest(STMT),
NoTest(PATH),NoTest(BLOCK),IntDate(ANSI),Program(NotLongUpper),
Program(NotLongMixed),NoDLL,NoExportAll,NoDateProc

------ DBAAVARY Environment/Data Division ------
Contains one or more of the following:

QSAM-File,File-Status

------ DBAAVARY Procedure Division -------------
Contains one or more of the following:

Accept,Add,Call,Close,Compute,Display,Exit,GoTo,If,Inspect,Move,Open,Perform,
Read,Set,Continue,GoBack,Evaluate,Call ‘literal’,RefMod Used,
Intrinsic FUNCTION

Dynamic Access Block (DAB) Address is X’15029F70’

FIGURE 1: THE DISPLAY OUTPUT OF THE COBOL SIGNATURE BYTE DECODING PROGRAM 

The indexed field named “Compile-Options (CO-IX)” is pointing to a signature byte
area of the memory-resident COBOL program whose signature bytes are being decoded.

Call ‘CEESITST’ Using Compile-Options (CO-IX),
Bit-Offset,
Feedback-Codes,
Bit-Setting.

01  Feedback-Codes.
05  FC-Severity         Pic S9(04) Binary.
05  FC-Message          Pic S9(04) Binary.
05  Unused             Pic  X(08).

01  Bit-Fields.
05  Bit-Offset       Pic S9(09) Binary.
05  Bit-Setting       Pic S9(09) Binary.

FIGURE 2: THE CALL TO CEESITST AND DATA LAYOUTS FOR THE PASSED PARAMETERS 
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(or opposite) setting, “NODYNAM,” is
moved. Trailing commas are moved as part
of the literals because the compile-option
bits are in a known, predictable order.

Then, when all compile-option bits have
been examined and all literal strings have
been moved, I call an Assembler program
(CLCAUP01) to compress out all imbedded
and leading spaces in the passed string.

In the case of the Data and Procedure
Division options, there is a different scenario.
Different programs will almost certainly be
using a different mix of verbs and options.
For this stringing task, I make liberal use of
both the Length Of and Reference
Modification features coupled with a couple
of good old-fashioned indexed tables.

CONCLUSION

I encourage interested readers to down-
load, compile and run the source code that
accompanies this column. I hope that this
will give you some ideas to use in your

day-to-day programming work. If you have
the documentation for other compilers
(COBOL II, COBOL 74, C++) that explains
how their signature bytes are stored, you
could add those to the program. I stuck to
only COBOL for OS/390.

COBOL and Assembler work so beauti-
fully together. May they live long and
prosper.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, Ill.-based software development firm

specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database
design. He can be reached at conlogco@
ix.netcom.com.

The field named “More-Opt-Bytes” is actually a continuation of the signature bytes, divided by the two intervening fullwords.

05  Compile-Option-Bytes.
10  Compile-Options Occurs 6 Times,

Indexed By CO-IX,
Pic  9(08) Binary.

05  Nbr-of-DataDiv-Line Pic S9(08) Binary.
05  Nbr-Of-ProcDiv-Line Pic S9(08) Binary.
05  More-Opt-Bytes      Pic  X(04).

FIGURE 3: LINKAGE SECTION DEFINITION OF THE COBOL SIGNATURE BYTES 


